Company name: Delta
School name: Macau Anglican College
Range of grade: Grade 9-10
Country: Macau S.A.R.
History of MATE competition participation: New company

Distance traveled to competition: 7.4 km
ROV name: Sashimi
Mentors: Mr. Andy Tsui, Mr. Ryan Chan, Mr. Ryan Ip, Mr. Joshua Ho, Mr. Yorky Sin

---

ROV Name
Sashimi

Cost
10,170 HKD

Size
400mm x 370mm x 450mm

Weight
6.9kg

---

Team Photo

Top Row: Yoanna Lei, Justin Ngo, Kevin Sio, Hou Fong Chan, Kimi Wong, Stephanie Ma
Bottom Row: Charisse Leong, Alison Wong, Isla Cheong, Onching Lam
(Left to Right)

---

Safety Features
- Thruster shrouds
- Notification LED
- No sharp edges
- Handle
- Fast blown fuse
- Kill switch

---

Special Features
- Hot swapped manipulators
- Modular
- Flexible configuration
- Front and rear interchangeable

---

Members
Hou Fong Chan
Kevin Sio
Kimi Wong
Justin Ngo
Yoanna Lei
Alison Wong
Stephanie Ma
Onching Lam
Charisse Leong
Isla Cheong

Roles
CEO, CFO, Programmer
CTO, Engineer
Mechanical Head
Pilot
Fabricator, Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer

Work Hours
640
900
900
400
320
310
310
200
80
60

Total hours: 4,120